
Present Continuous

Name: Date: __/__/20__

I think his disappointment _____________ on him.1. (wear)is wearing

I __________________ for a temperance lecture, though it wouldn't be the
first time.
2.

(not/go in)
am not going in

Why, Ruth, Ruth, my little one,
_____________________________________?
3.

(what/the use of this/struggle/?)
what is the use of this struggling

But reasons __________________ to justify this delineation.4. (not/want)are not wanting

I _______________ every day to hear from my brother.5. (expect)am expecting

I ________________ under an assumed name and he is.6. (not/live)am not living

I ______________ of buying one.7. (think)'m thinking

________________________________ my place?8.
(the wee chap/still/hold/?)

Is the wee chap still holding

Now a reader without intention to try his own hand at the game
_________________ fair in studying technique, and a book on technique has
no business to entertain him.

9.

(not/play)
is not playing

But ______________________________ at the tall grass?10.
(why/the sentinel/stare/?)

why is the sentinel staring

You will hardly understand me, for you are a woman, and I
______________ now of a happiness women give but do not receive.
11.

(speak)
am speaking

Who has not admired their apparent superiority to everything at the very
moment when they ________________ for the secret treasures of their love?
12.

(tremble)
are trembling

How do you know what I _____________ him for?13. (beat)'m beating
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I _________________________________ this carelessness.14.
(not/defend/or/advocate)

am not defending or advocating

______________ up or down hill-or both at once?15. (he/go/?)Is he going

I ____________________ the practice of marrying in childhood.16.
(not/advocate)

am not advocating

______________________ swiftly up hill like one who presents a young
lady with a young dog?
17.

(why/a man/ride/?)
Why is a man riding

I'm glad you ____________.18. (go)'re going

Every one else in the house ______________.19. (laugh)is laughing

I ______________ for a word from your lips.20. (starve)am starving
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